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At New Princess Beauty Parlour, our clients can enjoy beauty

services according to their wish. It is a reputed saloon that provides

a comprehensive range of services.
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About Us

New Princess Beauty is a modernized parlour, exclusively for the grooming of ladies. It was

established 20 years ago. Enriched with style and knowledge of beauty products, we at New Princess

Beauty Parlour has been successful in offering great beauty services to clients. Here, we offer a wide

range of grooming services to enhance your beauty the way you want. Our beauty treatments are

effective and we use top quality products for better results.We have a team of beauty professionals

who give therapies and various other beauty care to our clients. If you want to get a stylish haircut or

enchance your beauty, then New Princess Parlour is here to offer you excellence. Nowadays, it is

important that you should maintain an attractive persona that creates a  favourable first impression in

the personal, social or corporate life. We have high quality beauty products to ensure that we provide

beneficial grooming results. We can understand your beauty queries well and accordingly, arrange

the services that perfectly suit your expectations.We aim to fulfill our customers demands and do

provide services at honest prices. Moreover, we strive to offer world class quality products that are

free from chemicals and prevent allergic reactions. All our clients can get a awesome make over at

the New Princess Beauty Parlour.

For more information, please visit
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BEAUTY SOLUTIONS

Hair Coloring Services Hair Cuts Services

Hair Straightening Service Bridal Makeup

P
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OTHER SERVICES: 

Hair Spa Waxing Services

Facials Pedicure Services
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F a c t s h e e t

Nature of Business :Service Provider



CONTACT US

New Princess Beauty Parlour
Contact Person: Sharmila Vinod

1st Floor, Essel Center 
Mangalore - 575002, Karnataka, India
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